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A DREAM COME TRUE This book is very informative and covers everything one needs to
know and discover about The Villages, Fl. It is simply written and gives excellent details into
all the methods to improve your daily life in your pension years. Not just about The Villages
but Florida and "Things you can do" which also was amazing. Easy Read Easy read, similar to a
book report. Not just approximately The Villages but Florida and "Things you can do" which
also was awesome. Highly recommend this book I have spent time investigating The Villages
and was thrilled to get this book. I found out more info than I could possess imagined. Lindsay
Collier makes known all the positives about The Villages, since there's been some bad press
about this friendly town. Recommend this book!!!!! Just OK Short read, but not everything I
wanted. An instant read with plenty of information. I came across it very informative about the
city. We weren't searching for a large amount of opinion, more just information on what the
Villages have to give you for pension, and Lindsay delivered on what we were looking for.
Very informative about The Villages We purchased Living Your Pension Dreams and Growing
Little in the Villages this morning. I thought this is a likely to be an up to date release of "Inside
the Bubble" but didn't take time to notice that the writer was different.. A good level of details
and stats without "information overload". I will have saved the amount of money and got the
kindle version. I think they ought to have added pictures.. Very good book a whole lot of
information I was unable to find or get answers to simply by reaching The Villages directly. I
am circulating a copy of the reserve to be reviewed by siblings who'll be sharing time together
in the Spring! I'd of understood so much more with a nap. If your looking at the The Villages to
go to I feel that is a must read first. I am hoping to meet the author in person someday. Was
thrilled to find this gem of a book that gives a great summary of factual statements about our
great retirement community. Great book with plenty of information! a must if you are
considering The Villages very informative and easy reading. It had been a fast read but
provided an abundance of information for first-time visitors! Was easy to read and got thru
quickly, took a great deal of notes. Loved the "Day time trips" section that may give us tips of
regional sites and travel beyond our community! Informative content material once you see
through the typos Whereas the writer could have definitely used some proofreading help (the
publication is fraught with typos) this by no means detracts from the actual content of the
book that is an unapologetically enthusiastic review of his new hometown and all it provides.
Very great book a lot of information I was struggling to . But it is wonderful for those curious
about the fundamentals about the villages.. I read through it in a couple of hours. I liked the
quantity of information you obtain in a concise package.. Buy this book! Excellent book.
Perfectly written. Informative and a must read for anyone thinking about renting or moving to
The Villages. Great info for The Villages Lots of great info however the book definitely needs
editing to correct the typos (would make for a far more pleasurable read minus the errors).
Needs to add a map of The Villages. The information covered lots of ground about The
Villages, however, the book should include a map of The Villages. Really loved the authors
humor in the book as well. Five Stars Excellent information
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